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MYTHS

Introduction

The study of myth, even more than the study of fable, reminds us
of the primacy of story k understanding the universe both outside the
lum2k.n being and inside the depths of his enivd. Whereas the fable shows
a Keore conscious Level of understanding, iv, that the story is translated
into a clearly defined meaning or moral, the myth is to some extent
iirtfrattsalatnIrrlo an irk.rftnarpeaskigbrilAhle. We cep, ',ever puL the true yth into
conceptual terms that will exhaust its meaning. Hence, in the treatment of
myth, the teacher has an opportunity of demonstrating that not every story
has a moral to be extracted, but that the story without a moral may never-
theless have meaning for those who invented it and for those who listen to
it. It should be stressed that a myth is never the work of one person but
rather a stety that has evolved gradually and has undergone treesforrnations
in the course of oral delivery over perhaps many centuries.

Obviously, a.myth gives imaginative representation to some theme
important enough to interest many people living at different periods of
time. Man's place in the universe, with all that it implies, is the most
general subject with which any myth is concerned. More stecifIcally,
such questions as man's origin, his desires, his fears and guilt are treated,
not abstractly but concretely in the form of stories. in order to represent
fialy the challenges of human destivy, the per6onages of myth must be
heroic in dimension. As for the gods and goddesses, they may be under-
stood as signifying those forces in the u.ativerse which man is powerless to
control, whether within him or outside him.

The notion of universality may be used to prepare the student for
meeting Biblical stories side by side with Greek myths. These parallels
need not produce a crisis of faith for the students if it is made clear that
truth has ms cry faces. At any rate, it seems neceseary to show that the
distircetion between mythology and religion depends entirely upon the kind
of belief which a body of stories exacts from a people. What was religion
to the Greeks has become myth to us, what is religion to Christians wall
be myth Co non-Christians. Whatever connotations of falsity the word
"myth" has developed are owing partly to the early Christian emphasis on
the truth of the gospel as compared with the lies of classical mythology,
partly to scientific criteria which have substituted a new syetene of belief,
not only for classical mythology but also for the Christine faith. But the
teacher may be able to show that men have &mays lived by faith and that
what we call facts may easily be called myths by future generations.
(Illustrations might include changing notions of the place which the earth
occupies in the univers( If the students can see that what myihs give ua
is imaginative patterns for understanding oerselves and the universe, they
may avoid dismissing them as 'write and hence iaconsequential. If they
are made aware of the particniar kie41 sei truth contained in myth (its por-
trayal of man's deepest instincts and seeds.), they should, ideally, be able
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to hear such an expression as "Christian mythologe" without au:muting
that this at once dismisses a body of belief as "only story. "

In discussing the question te,' belief, it would be natural to touch
on the distinction between myth and folk tale. While they share certain
characterietice Oar example, both are set in a timeless reaPise,e both come
from the shared experience of mankind), the myth is part of a, system of
belief, whereas the folk tale has a more isolated and limited significance.
et useful way of getting at the difference might be to net stud/ate what
kinds of people are typical of folk tales such as "Cinderella" and to
contrast them with the heroes of Greek mythology. As general evidence
of the difference between the two, the greater seriousness, grandeur, and
beauty of the Myth may be contrasted with the quaintness of the folk tale.
But it is woette toting that either folk tale or myth may wepply the thematic
pattern for a literary work, for both present a theme of fundamental human
significance. Now 'is the time to let students see that story is one kind
of thinking, rre-lOientifie no doubt, but not outmoded, if we can judge by
the present demand for fiction of ell kinds, as well ae by the spontaneous
appearance of stories in dreams. In fact, one-.of the best ways of explain-
ing myth or folk tale to studentA may be to present jet as a kited of public
dream. a dream which many people hold in common. As a familiar
example today, television eaterns may he mentioned. Perhaps the
teacher Will be able to have Cte stud'ens a dealt vihether thise Westerns- are
more like myths fer folk tales.

Finally, to come to the question of evhy myths houid be included
in a literature currictetura, it may be stated that as works of imaginative
art, myths exemplify the form-giving Impulse. What literature is to more
sophisticated peoples, myth is to the primitive. Thus for childrea, myths
are possibly the most immediate way of learning how the imagination seeks
to eltprese itself in forms or patterns. Bat in discussing the story as a
pattern expression, the teceher ehoullii make it clear that this is not
simply a round-about way of saying something that could be said more dire(
Because myth essentially deals with the unknown and the imperfectly
understood, it has no concepteal equittelent. Elea modern psychology
hes to borrow such myths as the story of Oedipus in order to talk about
the human mind, Even irreligione people find it hard to do without the
word "God, " if only in the context of blasphemy. In literary terminology,
we have moved from the etudy of fatales and proverbs, which are a kind
of simile, to myth, which is a kind of metaphor, a fusing of sense and
spirit or the concrete and the abstract. What the fusion suggests is that
analytical ihinking cannot really eloat with total success with the reMect
at issue.

To sum teen

1. Myths are slot the work of one at CAW time but of many men
over a period of time. Orat transmission, whether by ancient miwarel,
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the Norse scald, or the Indian teller of tales, causes different versions of
a story and even several independent stories dealing with the slum theme.

2. In the broadest seven, the subject of myth is man's attempt to
understand himself in relation to the universe. Hence, the personages
include heroes, who are super-men capable of representing some portion
of the human destiny, .end gods, who represent spiritual or psychological
realities (for even natters gods and goddesses stand for the psychological
impact Oil man of certain itatumai phaintsmenal:

3. Because of the coneznanni origin, the point of view in any myth
is objective and the tone is impereonal.

4. The treatment of the theme is narrative and concrete. But
unlike the fable, the myth does not have a clear moral and its meaning
cannot be reduced to any abstract formula, Since the myth deals with a
subjective reality that cannot be defined, it necessarily speaks in metaphor-
ical terms.

Problems of selection
alwalsower

ad arra* ement:mmemsaveroramrsiema

One problem in selecting myths for study is that they exist in many
versions and many translations. After the period of oral transmission.,
myths were recorded by unknown or known people ve've may or may not
have believed them. We know the dames of a few: Horner afid desiod
recorded Greek myths; OM and Venn gave Roman versions of the Greek
originals. For the Norse we go to the Eddas, thi poetic Elder Edda being
the primary source. 3ince only scholars Iciabw Greek, Latin, and Icelandic,
there is for the teacher the problem of selecting those translations that can
be accepted as authentic. Some later poets and writers, for example, may
have sacrificed some Of the fact and Impersonal tone for poetic effects. In
addition, the teacher recognizes the scarcity of myths presented in a
vocabulary and style suitable to the seventh grader. The problems with
North American Indian legends are somewhat different but still complicated.
Thanks to a number of qualified anthropologists and folklorists, the collec-
tion of these myths has been made in a scientific manner. Still, there are
almost as many versions of myths on some subjects as there are tribes.

Further study of the history of myth reveals its influence on litera-
ture as well as upon the other arts. Authors such as Robert Graves; Mary
Renault, and James Joyce have reinterpreted mythic archettipe,s in contem-
porary terms. And Jung, Freud, Bodkin., and a host of others have shown
the truth of patterns of human behavior first recorded in mythic terms.

In the light of the inflnence of myth upon recent scholarbip in litera-
ture and psychology, it would seem foolish to approach the study of myth-
ology even in junior high in the way in which textbooks have handled it.'.
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bits and pieces of Valhalla and a single ridge of Mt. Olympus ina patched Pandora's box. What this unit proposes, therefore,,
is an approach that is relatively new --at least to jtmior-high
curricula: a coherent structure of myths that is not frag-
mentary but instead unified. The approach is new to seventh
graders, to be sure, but anyone acquRinted with Frazer's
Golden Ejot Bodkin's Arci.t.. Patterns, or Frye's

rny of Criticism will see that useful app aches to myths
have filtered down from some of the most important theorists
of our time to the school children who, in many respects,
can enjoy them most.

Consequently, this unit is divided into three large groupings--
myths of creation, changes in nature, and heroes and adventure.The plan cuts across geographical lines and shows the
yearnings and findings of men of many times and places.
At the same time, there to some necessity to differentiate
between the three great bodies of myth to be covered here:
Greek, Norse, and American Indian. For that reason, thefirst section, which deals with a myth of creation,. in eachof the family groups, contains tin, introduction to the entirefamily group.

How, then, will this study of myths be organized? For
the development of the seventh grader, it would seem more
meaningful to study the concept of certain chief themes throughthe stories of all three peoples, noting in particular theareas of literary studySubject, Form, and Point of View--
and then proceeding in order through the other parts.There are good reasons for this plan. It is logical and in
keeping with the principles of inductive teaching: it shows
that similar myths are not confined to any one people orgeographical area. Students can be more easily led to
meaningful generalizations about the myths as they represent
increasingly more complex problems.

The teacher can motivate the students in many different
ways. Through their previous reading of fairy tales, the
students can be led from the once-upon-a-time stories to the
in-the-beginning stories. When was the beginning? they
might ask. Where did the world come from? How did the
animals and people come .to live here? Or will there always
be natural phenomena ouch as the changing color of the leaves of
the fall, the flight of birds to the south, a full moon, awindstorm? A loci attraction such as the Oregon Caves orMount Rainier, the names of days and months, or advertisements
and art objects might have some connection with myths. If the
teacher calls such things to the attention of the children, he can
arouse their curiosity, and they will be ready for the imaginative
treat in store for them,



The ,first group of myths will he Greek versions of the
beginnings of man and the gods. Students should get the
sense of continuity in the stages outlined in their readings--
from the creation out of chaos, to the golden age, through
the war in heaven to the pinnacle of the reign of Zeus.
From Olympus the scene shifts--to the world of man and early
heroes who, with the gods, helped make the world of man what
it is. Here the myths of Prometheus, Pandora, Deucalion,
Pheethon, and lieracles should be covered..

THE CREATION

Plunging right into the first myth, students should begin with
11The Creation." It might be necessary to ask of the students
what their ideas of the origins of the universe are --and then
to see how the Greeks envisioned the formation of the world.
In the first myth much happens quickly. By listing off the
stages after reading the tale, however,. students should see a
pattern begin to emerge: first, Chaos, "the disc rder of
formless matter awl space, " in which there wen.* the seeds
of all things to be; second, Night arid Erebus, "the Depth, "
from which came (3) Love or Eros, the greatest and most beloved
cf the gods; (4) three sets of beings produced by bringing
Earth and Sky together--the fifty -headed and hundred-handed
giants, the grotesque Cyclopes with their single wheel-like
eye, and finally the Titans, not as strange as the Cyclopes,
for they were manlike but huge in size. There seems to be
confusion about them (perhaps because they go back further
than history) but generally they are identified with nature.
Only certain ones of importance need to be considered. Cronos,
the victor over his father, assigned different Darts of the
universe to his brothers: Oceanus, who with Tethys became
the progenitor of all the deities of the water: Hyperion, who with
his sister-wife Thee became the progenite' of all the divinities
of light, including the planets, dawn, etc.; Iapetus, who
with Themis became the father of Prometheus; and Cronos
himself, who with his sister-wife Rhea became the father of
the Olympian gods-, In, the account of creation they are important
in that they represent this one evolutionary step which accounts
for the nature beings mentioned and also as being an earlier
group of rulers over the world during the Golden Age, when
everything seems to have been idyllic and when man was created.

gmatistsisieLpAclujElaa

1. As you think about this story and the others you will read in
this unit, remember that the gods and goddesses were not real
people, but existed only in the imagination of the Greeks. We
give names to hurricanesDora, Hazel, and other girls' names



but the Greeks went one step further. They not only gave names
to such great natural forces as wind and ocean and sun -- Aeolus,
Poseidon, Apollo -- but they gave these forces human person-
alities as well. For them, these forces (gods and goddesses)
became very real. The Greeks worshipped these deities;
this was in fact their religion.

Because the names are Greek, and therefore strange to you,
retell in your own words the story of ii0i7 the earth came into
being. taking care to pronounce the names correctly. The more
you use the names, the less strange they will seem.

2. According to this story, what was the most significant
stage in creation? What do you think the arrows and torch
of Eros might stand for?

3. What might tne first three monsters born to Gaia and
Uranus represent? And the three Cyclopes? -- The huge,
powerful monsters imprisoned beneath the earth might represent
the terrific upheavals that accompanied the cooling or the earth
and formed the mountain ranges. The Cyclopes, associated
as they are with metals, eight represent the heat and pressure
that produced minerals underground.

4. How did Cronus help establish order on the earth? Why
did he have to get rid of his father first? -- The world began
to take form after Uranus left. The power was divided, so the
land and oceans became separated, and the heavens distinct
from the earth. This could not happen as long as Uranus
controlled everything.

5. The new order was not perfect. As Uranus fled, his drops
of blood turned into Furies. What do you suppose they are an
riterapt to explain? -- The personal tragedies that happen to
riT...en--paln, hardship, accident.

6. If we regard this ancient story as an imaginative explanation
for natural phenomena, how does it compare with our modern
knowledge of the history of the earth? Trace the steps in the
myth from chaos to the separation of earth, sky, and sea.
Is it very much like what science tells us about the history
of the earth? -- There are striking similarities, which boys
interested in science may be able to recognize. The Long period
of upheaval before life could develop, the importance of light,
and the reproductive miracle of life, as personified in Eros,
nourished by the life "giving rains, all r, e with our knowledge
of the order in which things happened.
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THE GOLDEN AGE

The next sttge is an idyllic resting place between Cronos'
surge to power and the war in heaven. This, the golden age,
is the Greek Carden of Eden, paradisewhen the world fulfilled
man's wishes. The denizens of the worldanimals living
peaceably, Taan living off the untitled (or Unwounded")
earth, rivers running with milk and honey- -are those shared
by men's common dream of earthly joy and abundance.
Without seeming too irreligious the teacher might point
out the many similarities between this world and the Garden
of Eden: man modeled upon a divine being living off abundant
nature, coupled with the eventual loss of this world.

As students answer the questions for this briefer myth,
they should be led to see that the pattern here, as differing
from the previous one, is one of order leading toward disorder,
Part of the poignant appeal of this yearned-for world is that
it is fleeting. The suggested activity should encourage
them to create their own kind of dream-world, just as the
ancient myth-makers did.

Questions for Discussion

1. Who created man, according to this story? What were the
two features that distinguish man from the animals? Way{ it
an accident that he was made this way?

2. Why was this period of man's life known as the Golden Age?
Why could it not last?

3. Do you think such a perfect life ever existed? Does it remind
you of acv other story you beim heard? -- Most civilizations
tell of lit time when life was perfect. Most students will
mention the Garden of Eden, and some may have heard of the
Indian stories. Encourage them to see similarities, so that
they will begin to appreciate the universality of many of the
myth featuree.

49 It must have seemed a shame to the Greeks that such perfection
should be wasted. How did they ensure that the trued men had not
lived in vain? Does this remind you of any eimi,...N3 belief
in any other culture? -- The spirits of the Golden Age continued
to protect all good men who came after. Students may mention
Oriental ancestor worship, and some may see a similarity to
the idea of patron saints.

Suggestion - Com position

IS you were Cronos, setting .p your own paradise, what
would it be like? Who would live there? What would people
do all day long? What would they eat? Write a paragraph
describing your golden aged, or make a brief speech to the class
about this subject.
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WAR IN HE VENT

After this temporary idyll, violence erupts anew as
the =SG of Uranus begins to take effect upon Cronos, the
destroyer of hie own children. Owing to the objective point
of view of the teller, we do not know why he does so; perhaps
students can see Cronos as a complex being: as a cruel
monster--or as a being crazed by a curse. Vie are early
introduced to a 'savior, though--Zeus--whose childhood is
miraculous and whose first attempt to conquer his father faila, Like
other heroes to come later, such as Odysseus and Aeness,
he must make a night journey to the underworld, where he
gathers his forces for the final successful assault.

The form of this tale follows clearly the paten, of most
mythic heroes: (I) mysterious childhood, (2) struggle,
*(3) descent to the underworld (what Northrop Frye calls "ritual
death"), and (4) rebirth of the hero as he leads his people upward to
found a new and more glorious socieiy. This pattern is one
they will meet frequently later in classical and Arthurian myth
and romance.

Point of view remains objective, even for some quite
brutal material, but students could face quite a challenge in
attempting to determine possible motivation of tie actors,
after all, as Edith Hamilton says, Greek4ot, s were created
in man's own image; they should operate-Iran some semblance
of human motivation, or else the stories would be meaningless).
Cronos' actions are puzzlingthoisgh reasons are given;
Rhea's actions as a mother are more understandable. The
kindly protectors the Curetes; Metis, trho might want to seek
revenge upon Cronos for mysterious reasons; the peacemaker
Prometheus, whose alliance with Zeus is proof of his virtue
all these could provide much !seated class discussion. In
storiesif not in "real life"--there is a sense of cause and
affect, even if its bases are mysterious. Another puzzling point
is the justice of snoring Cronos to escape. Students might
ask why it was allowed-- perhaps to show that Cronos, like
Oedipus, was terdr.crarily maddened. Then again it might
show the mercy of Zeus, who is in Aeschylus' Oresteian
Trilomto be seen as both just and merciful.

Questions for Discussion

I. Why did Prometheus side with Zeus? Do you see any
significance in the fact that Prometheus had created man?
Why did Cronus have to go? -- Cronus :was obstructing
the evolutionary process. Change was inevitable, although
he tried to prevent it. Prometheus, with his ability to see
the future, knew Zeus would finally win, so he helped him.
Man's progress is linked to Prometheus, so Zeus's triumph
marks also a step forward for man.
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2. Neither Cronus nor Zeus was powerful enough to win the
war alone. Who helped Zeus to win? Why? -- Zeus won Ly
releasing the first monstrous children o Gala from the
underworld. Natural forces again created change. The old
order vanished, Atlas alone of the Titans remained to hold up
the sky, and a new order was established under Zeus, more
complex than before.

3. What humar, characteristics are given to the gods in this
story? de ON riehpf4A have all tha common cf
jealousy, hate, pride, revenge, desire for power, even bickering.

4. Can you ey.plain the gifts the Cyclopes gave to Hades,
Poseidon, and Zeur? -- The new order established by Zeus divided
the power somewhat differently than it had been under Cronus.
The thunderbolt made Zeus the most powerful of the gods,
although not supremely powerful. The Trident gave Poseidon
power over the sea, while the gift of invisibility: gives mystery
to the unseen power hidden underground.

5. If we continue to read these stories as explanations of
natural phenomena, what might the war in Heaven represent?
Have you heard of a similar story from another source?=There
is a parallel story in the 7`,-big that explains how Satan was
driven from heaver, when he fii.nd his faugelts fought against
Michael and his angels. This Greek at cry could also be an
explanation of how evil forcei were routed, laaving room for
Zeus and his followers, who are remarkably like human beings.
On the other hand it might simply mark a further stage in the
evolution of the world, a period accompanied by tremendous
earth-shaking violence; volcanic eruptions on the earth, and
electrical storms in the heavens.

3. 7; 7hat have you noticed about the way these stories have
been told? A great deal of violence and bloodshed has been
recorded. Has the writer passed any judgcnenti Has he
given any opinions? Does this kind of writing remind you of
any other literature you have studied this year? Whitt does it
tell you about the origins of these. stories? . Help the students
to see that the impartial telling of events, without comment or
judgment, is typical of folk literature. They first encountered
it in the traditional ballads, where the listener is left to do
his own interpreting. Remind them of the term, third-person
detached or impersonal.

7. There seems to be an inevitability about everything that
happens, and no amount of scheming on the part of the gods can
prevent things from happening (Ince the course has been set.
For instance,.- Zeus had to win the -:.7ar, but what previous action
made this necessary? Can you see a pattern of order, one
event making another inevitable, or is it just tack? Discuss this
idea.
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THE REIGN OF ZEUS

After the decisive war in heaven, the rightful monarch, Zeus,
came to power. A someethat mysterious quantity while winning
the throe , once enthroned, Zeus becomes a wise ruler, one whose
rightnes is shown by the cooperation of nature and of the other
gods. S me significant characteristics of his reign are the
followin : (1) the establishment of order (one of the basic
Greek c nceptions) in the division of the rule ac Hording to the
three great -arts of the universe; 12) the beginning of the four
seasons; (3) the tilling of the a oil and the beginning of agriculture;
(4) the gods controlling the natural world; (5) the nature of
the gods, immortal, capable of faults like those of men, jealous
of their power but finally subservient to the will of Zeus, who
in turn had no control over the Pates or the prophecy that he
would be superseded by one who was to come after him. They
communicated their will through oracles and signs, accepted
worship in sacrifices and rituals; they were cruel and deceitful
toward those who thwarted their will. But the reign of Zeus is
in a sense open-ended since it was not completed and, of course,
never will be: Greek and Roman mythology as a cult ended with
the coming of the Christian eras but many of its characteristics
have been incorporated into literature, religion, and psychology
since.

This passage serves chiefly as an introduction to the residents
of Mt. : Olympus--with brief tales and descriptions by way of
introduction.

Questioncfor Discussion

Have you ever been invited to a large party while you were
visiting in a strange city? Could you remember who everybody
was, and get their relationships straight? Perhaps you feel
equally bewildered after this introduction to the gods on Mount
Olympus. The following questions are simply to help you get
to know the gods better aced feel at home with them.

I. Zeus, of course was the most powerful god on Mount Olympus.
Whc,- shared the power with him to rule the sea and the underworld?

2. Who was the queen of the gods? What was she like?

3. What was strange about the birth of Athens? What was she
like?

4. Who was Hephaestus?

5. Old King Solomon was said to have had a thousand wives.. We
don't know how many Zeus had, but Hera, the queen, was obviously
not his only wife. Who were the twin children of Zeus and Leto?

6. Who was Hermee, and what was his job?



7, Who was the goddess of love and beauty? Who was her
:husband?

G. Who was the god of war?

L. Who was the nicest of the gods and goddesses? What was her
relationship to Zeus?

10. Zeus had yet another sister, besides Hera and Hestia. Who'
was she? Who was Ler daughter?

11. Which god had a mortal mother?

32. What was different about Pan?

aufaelLted Exercise

Make a "family tree" of the gods to help you keep them straight.
You could make a small one for your notebook, or a large one for
the bulletin board. Find out more about one of the gods or
goddesses, and report your findings to the class. If several
people each prepare a report, the class will learn quite a lot about
several of the gods.

THE SILVER AGE

Why did Zeus order the men of the Silver Age to be
destroyed? Have you heard of any other story telling about the
whole world being covered by flood waters? Was the same reason
given for .he destruction of men? Did the men in this story
have cause to complain? Do people today feel they are being punished
for wrong doing when a natural catastrophe strikes them?

THE GODS THEMSELVES

Iritir Assignment

In many respects, the gods resembled men, although they
differed from men in some important ways. Write a few
paragraphs explaining the role the gods played in the lives of
the ancient Greeks. Describe the way they lived and behaved,
and why they were important in the lives of culinary people. Do
you think the people behaved better then they would have if
they had not been conscious of the nearness of the gods?

PROMETHEUS BRINGS FIRE TO MAN

This version of the Prometheus myth follows the form of
a short story; all the characters lave motives (men, poverty;
Prometheus, generosity and compassion; Zeus, cruelty? fear
of being replaced?). The hero faces the issues, makes a
decision, finds a way to carry it our, accomplishes his objective-

41.



and unfortunately, surf ers for it. Thus a pattern of cause
and effect, rise and fall, appears in this version of the mylh.
Questions here should make the students think about conditions
and motives of the characters; suggested activities encourage
library exploration.

...tts:iionsia, Discussion
ne

1. What geographical changes had taken place in the world since
the reign of Cronos? How did these changes affect the lives of
men?

2. Why did mais complain and feel bitter about the gods ? Was
it just because of the hardships of life, or was there another,
more important reason? -- They felt they did not need the
gods since they were smart enough to solve their own problems.

3. 'Why was Prometheus so interested in men? Why did he
try to persuade Zeus to help them? -- Prometheus bad created men
and therefore loved them. He wanted them to grow ia knowledge
and to develop the potential god-like qualities they bid been
endowed with. Remember, he made man in the likeness of the
gods.

4. Was Zeus a just ruler? What was his attitude towards men? --
Zeus represents absolute power, demanding only obedience in
response.

5. Why was the secret of fire so jealously guarded by the gods?
The knowledge of fire represented power to forge weapons and
tools.

6. How did Athena help Prometheus? Why do you suppose she
and Prometheus were such good friends? -- Both were creative
gods who liked to watch their gifts develop.

7. .Every story has a beginning_ middle, and end. What would
you say make up the three parts in this story?

8. In this story Zeus is the "bad gwy" and Prometheus the
"good guy. " How does the author choose details that help you
know thin?

9. In this myth the author made Prometheus a symbol of something
very desirable. As you remembers a symbol is a person or an
object that stands for an idea. What do you think Prometheus might
symbolizo? What does "prometheetn" mean? -- This might be
difficult for some students to understand at this time, but a
guided discussion about creativity, and man's steady increase of
knowledge that has helped him to better his lot on earth and leave
him less at the mercy of the powerful. elements (Zeus?) might
open up a little the scope of the Prometheus myth.
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THE PUNISHMENT OF PROMETHEUS

Although Zeus could chain Prometheus and cause him great
suffi.ering, he could not destroy him. In what way was
Prometheus more powerful than Zeus? How do you eiplain
it? Discuss other examples you know of when naked pcw er
was helpless against the stronger force of love.'

Su.ssested Activities

L In order to understand why men became "rebels and grumblers, "
obtain blether information about many changes which occurred
during the three ages of men on earth.

2. For a highly imaginative story about Puimetheus, read
"Paradise of Children" in lawlearsod Tales by Nathaniel
Hawthorne. Tell it to the class; or woiup a skit and act
it out in front of the class,

For Courafsition

Prometheus gave man the secret of fire, Today man has
unlocked the secret of the sem and possesses the power of nuclear
energy. Was 7.-eee right? Has man now become es powerful as
the gods? Imagine Hermes has just hurried into the dieing room
of the gods on Mount Olympus to bring news c' the explosion of
the first atomic bomb. What will Zeus say? Will Prometheus
still say he is right? Let your imagination have free rein.,
and write an account of the reaction of the gods to the news.

PANEORA'S BOX

On the human level, as well as the divine, the cyclic
pattern repeats itself. The Golden Age of both gods and men
cannot last; the chest contaaning woes is always opened. This
story has definite connections with the previous tale of Prometheus;
Zeus' anger causes him to seek revenge.

This tale deals with boat concretecreation of womanand
abstract--the woes and hatred erupting from the container; the
point of view is objective still; the form follows a perceivable
plan. Causes eve three in numberZeus" anger, Epiraetheus'
foolishness, Pandora's curiosityand each diminishes in intensity as
the story progresses. It is thise ironic that the final act of opening
should be by a frail woman. The turning point is thus the actual
lifting of the lid, and the denouement the rushing forth of the forces
of evil. However, the denouement is double-edged; along with
the stench of evil is the presence of hope.

Here a comparison between this story and that of Adam and
Eve might be fruitful. Students might see that behind both simple
actsopening a lid, eating an appleis a chain of deadly serious
forces. They might see also that such the explein the presence
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of evil, but also contain the seeds of possible optiraistn-h eTte for
Pandora, the fortunate fall for Adam and Eve.

Questions here should lead to better comprehension of the
facts of the tale, to comparisen with a similar tale among the
gods, and to some interpretation of the characters and of form.

estions for D.i.e.gicieus

L If ZEUR wirrit&el fn pinnbah rnikn far nonevtine 'tiro frtsfyi
why did he not strike them with his lightning bolts? What was to be
gained by having Pandora release the evil?

2. Whose fault was it that Pandora opened the box? Is
Epimetheus to be blamed at all?

3. Why had Prometheus put hope in the chest along with all the
terrible evils? That knowledge of the future of man does this
imply? Did this rein Zeus's revenge? Explain.

40 A writer uses a definite pattern for the organization of his
ideas in telling a story. The sivapie plan used in "Pandoea's
Box" has three parts: the why ors cause of what happens, the details
of "what happens, " and the

why
were things changed or the

effect. Can you find these three parts of the story?

5. Does the writer of the story blame Pandora for opening The
box? Does he blame Zeus? Does he think men deserved what
they got? Do you know at all whet he thinks?

6. What natural phenomena does this myth attempt to explain?

DEUCALION ANV TIM FLOOD

This tale contains the pattern of error, punishment, and
redemption on the human scale that we have seen so far operating
with the gods. The sinful acts of the children of the giants called
down upon them the wrath of Zeus who, temporarily forsaking the method
of fire, enlists Poseidon's aid to destroy the earth by a tumultuous
flood. Here again, a remnantthe children of the ever-helpful
and compassionate Prometheussurvives. Deucalion and Pyrrha
live bee se of their goodness and foresight. And they engage in
an act at once symbolic and literal. The riddle of the great mother
becomes the means by which they repopulate the earth.

Here students should see the pattern of cause and effect,
justice and mercy. To show the similarity of man's mythmaking
powers the, story of Noah raga be read to them. Here again
the same pattern of error, punishment, and redemption applies;
certain motifs- -thositeark, mountaintopappear in both.
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estioy... J, is for Lal CUB iliOn

1. Doee this story remind you of another? How did Deucalion
and Pyrrha resemble Noah and his wife? Why did Zeus decide to
spare them?

2. Wiry did Zeus decide to destroy men for the third time Why did
he use Water instead of fire?

3, Was there ever a time when much of the earth was covered by
water? What do scientists know about it? Find out what you can from
your library, and see if there is an explanation for what happened.

4. Do you suppose the new race of people were any improvement on
the old? Give reasons for your answer

5. How had Prometheus saved mankind again? Why do you think
he keeps on giving man another chance?

PHAETHON

The story of Phaethon is a study in both comparison and contrast
with the former. It r doubt comes closer to the experience of the
students in the willealness of the boy, his an:hit:Ala, his desire to
emulate his father, his pride in his own "growneupaness" than
does the story of the flood. The events key up the reader to the
imaginative quality of the story, encourage sympathy for the fright-
ened Phaethon, and create sorrow over his de,ath.. But there is also
a greater sense of ever/day reality, which can be seen in the
natural phenomena: the daily course of the sun, the cause of chasms
in the earth, barren mountain tops, deserts, the drying up of the
Nile, etc. Also, there is the sense of an era's end: Zeus relents,
Phaethon dies and is buried.

Though a story sianple to "fiet at, " this tale suggests a
number of complex issues. Vie sympathize with Phaethon, the bright
lad eager to know who his father is; we admire his courage in
searching for that father and even understand his rash desire to
drive hie father's chariot. But his actions, though meant to cause
no lain, are, ironically enough, terribly destructive. The wildly
careening chariot and the rebellious horses cause cataclysmic
changes., And for hit; folly Phaethon himself is punished by death.
The sorrow of his death is mitigated, however, by the care his body
receives at the hands of the 'nymphs.

klastions for Discussion

1, What kind of a boy was Phaethon? Can you think of a proVerb
that illustrates his action? -- Pride goeth before a fall.
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2. Why could He lius not prevent the boy from going to his destruction?
Should he have broken his oath? What would have happened if Zeus
had not thrown his thunderbolt at the boy?

3. Zeus had tried to destroy men so often before; why did tvi save
them this time? -- This catastrophe would have destroyed the earth
itself. ft fuss . only man he wiehed to punish. He did not want
to destroy the whole world.

4. The ancient Creeks believed the world to be flat and round like a
plate, To explain the fact that the sun rose in the east every day
after they had seen it set in the west, they told the story of He lilts driving
his chariot across the sky every day, then taking a boat around the edge
of the world at nights What unusual occurrence do you think might
account for this story about Phaethon?

5. .c.7ere there any Ames in the story that led you to think Phaethcn would
die? What were they? Did he choose his own destiny, or 'as it
forced on him?

HERACLES

Not all of the myths of the Greeks arose out of the desire to
explain questions for which they had no answers, The Greeks were
a highly imaginative people who loved to tell stories, and some
of the fanciful tales they told had no teaching purpose at all but were
simply entertaining. They told stories about the daring deeds of
their ancestors, whom they made sons of various gods and goddesses,
and called them heroes. One of the fame-title heroes was florae les.

Questions for Discussion

1. How did the Greeks account for the great strength of Heracles?
What other trait did he inherit from his father?

2. Why was Hera jealous of Alcmene? Is this the way you would
expect a goddess to behave? How did she try to destroy Heracles?

3. The beginning of this story is quite long. What useful purpose
does it 'Mill ?

4. What does the middle part of the story consist of? Would all
this be told at one time? Could other episodes be included? Does
this remind you of a popular form of entertainment today? -- Television
aerial WesternsBonanza, for example.

5. How did, the story end? Was it the kind of ending you expected?

6. Do you suppose the Greeks believed every word of these stories?
What was the puopobe of the exaggeration? You will remember Mark
Twain used exaggeration in the essay about the ants that you read
earlier in tha year. What was Twainhe purpose? Can you think
of a_ poptilar form of modern entertainment that uses exaggeration
for humor? 0- seventh grade students have probably never stopped
to think very much about the question of a writer's purpose, and
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it may be necessary to lead them into an understanding of imag-
inative writing. Today's children tend to be very literal-minded,
heeziag been brought up on a steady diet of factual literature,
scientific and realistic, vflicise purpose is to instruct. They are
less at home with the fairy tales and myths than the children of
earlier generations. Help them to understand the exaggeration
that makes the hero larger than lifesupermanand compare
this kind of exaggeration (the TV Western) with the exaggeration
used for humor (the cartoon).

7. These stories of Heracles all tell about the wonderful strength
of this popular hero. "What other subjects do they deal with on the
deeper level of ideas? -- It might be a good idea to remind the,
students of the ballads which while they told a story about people,
also talked about abstract things such as courage, death, love,
etc. It is important bo build up the understanding that a piece
of literature means more than shows on the surface.

S. Why do you suppose Hera cies was made a god after his death?
Can you think of other examples of heroes who have become
'immortalized, " if not worshipped? -- As stories are told about

great men, they tend to become less and less human and more
mythical. Abraham Lincoln, Davey Crockett, Daniel Boone,
George Washington are all examples of this process. Most of
the world's religions also worship as gods men who were beloved
teachers in their earthly life. it seems to be a human need
to regard as iminortal the spiritual qualities that lift men above
the animals. Prometheue created man in the form of the gods.

9. Are these stories about Hex Iles written in the same impersonal
style as the creation myths, or do you know how the tale.. of the
story feels about certain of the characters? -- All of the stories
are told in such a way that the hero is made to stand mat wove
all other men, This is biased writing, and the students should be
aware of the difference.

f3tIGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING

Some of these books will be in your school library. Your
librarian might alio have other books not listed here. If you
have trouble finding enough supplementary reading, allow this list
to your librarian and suggest that some of them could be bought
for the school library.

('REEK GODS AND HEROES by Robert Graves,: Doubleday. and Co.,
N.. Y 960,

STORIES OF THE GODS AND HEROES by Sally Benson, The Dial Press,
N. Y., 1940,

HEROES OF GREECE AND TROY by Roger L. Green, Henry Z Wack
N. Y., 1961,

1
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THE GORGON,S HEAD by Ian Serriallier, Henry Z. Walck Inc.,
© Y.,1962.

WORDS FROM THE MYTHS by Isaac Asiinov, Houghton Mifflin Co,
Bostor,1961,

THE GOLDEN FLEECE by John Gunther, Itant,bm House, No Y., 1959.

THE GOLDEN FLEECE AND THE HEROES WHO LIVED BEFORE
ACHILLES by Padraic Cc lums The Macmillan Co., 1959.

MYTHS AND ENCHANTMENT TALES by Margaret Evans Prices
Rand McNally Cc.,1960.

ADVENTURES WITH THE GODS by Catharine F. Sellevi, Little,
Erown & Co., Boston, 1945,

CLASSICAL MYTHS THAT LIVE TODAY by Francas E. Sabin, Silver
Burdett Co., 1958,

THE HEROES by Charles Kingsley, The Macmillan Ce., N. -Tee 194,

TANGLEVAX)D TALES by Nathaniel Hawthorne

SUGlx"IESTkiD EXERCISES AND ACTIVITIES,

1. The Greek myths are Mere than fairy tales and adventure aortas.
They have become part of our cullure. The Greeks themselves
named the stars and planets after characters in the myths, and we
have kept those names° Make a list of some of these names, and find
out a little about the character each represents.

2. arientific language has been influenced by the Greeks. The space
program especially has relied upon the Greek myths to provide
names for the rockets and misates that will probe the mysteries
of outer space. rind out the names given to these machines, and
tell who was the original holder of the name.

3. In ancient Greece, a religion grew up around the myths, and
the literature of the age was filled with it. See what you can find
out about the religious observances of the Greeks, and prepare
a report for the class.

4. The Olympic Games are an international athletic contest held
every year. Find out about the origins of the tradition, arid prepare
a report for the class.

5. Ni Fair Lad-- is a rxreillar musical show based on cal old Greek
myth called lernalion. Read the original story, . and exgain how

71". feafgrifff
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the idea was used to create the show. Can you find any other examples
in literature4 music, or drama where the idea was borrowed from
the Greeks?

6. Producers of goods or services often take their trade marke
from mythology. A glance through the yellow pages of the phone
book will supply some--flewers by wire, for example, or Mobil
gasoline. Find as many as you can, and explain what each name
or symbol stands for, and why it is appropriate to the thing advertised.

7. What is a myth? Is there more than one kind of myth?
Now that you have read several myths, write a brief definition and
explain the purposes of the Greek myths.

8. Write a myth of your own. it can be an entertaining one, like the
Heracles stories, to show how brave, or clever, or powerful a
hero was. You may make up your own characters, and they may be
as fantastic as you like to make them. Or, if you prefer, write a
myth to explain some puzzling circumstance; what is a rainbow? 'why
does a peacock have such beautiful feathers? what is thunder? where
do the birds go in winter? You may choose any natural phenomenon
as your subject; and give animaginative explanation.

9. The ancient Greeks regarded fire as the most important step
forward in their civilization, and therefore honored Prometheus who
gave the gift to them. What modern discovery to you think has
furthered the advance of civilization to an equal extent? Which
one of the gods might have been responsible for giving this gift
to man? Write a story about how the gift was given, and what the
reaction of the gods on Mount Olympus might have been.

10. Select several stories to read from a supplementary source.
Choose one that apneals to you., and re-tell it to the class in a way
that will make it interesting to them.

REVIEW

Before going on to a study of Norse myths it might be a good
idea to review briefly some of the conceptions about the Greek myths.
Without doing anything so obvious as listing the following points on
the blackboard, the teacher might make sure that the students are
aware of the following generalizations:

I. The universe as the Greeks thought of it was mode up of
three parts: earth, sky or heavens, and water, each of
which was to be ruled by a deity.

2. All things have come from Mother Earth az,. from the Sty
that has watered the earth.

3. The basic elements of nature ae they were manifest to the

riirmignomp5,
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Greek world are accounted for, and are in keeping with the
idea that myths are the result of a people's imagination
workins upon their own place and experience.

4. Advanced students might comprehend the thought that
the basic emotional forces of the "spiritual man" were
present in the universe from the beginning.

5. There were many gods and goddesses, each with a ;pri-
mary concern and a specific sym1xl of powers.

8. These. gods keere Immortal and had power greater tbsei
men, but they were not faultless.

7. In the story of creation there is a progression from
the abstract to the specific at the same time as there
is a decreasing scale in size of beings in an inverted
pyramid order.

8. The gods were jealous of their power, and if they
became angry, they could and would punish men.

9. Man was created lesser than the gods but higher than
the animals becauee he was given the power to think
and to feelspirit as well as sense.

10, One of the greater: gifts to man was fire, which he
could use in making a good life for himself.

Set use the gods were displeased with men, they made
them work, sent troubles into the world, but also
gave them hope so that they could survive in spite
of woes.

12. Even though the gods did become angry, ;they did
not wish to destroy mankind but instead created a
new race.

About myth as literature, students can now make genoralizations, also

1. Literature is about both the concrete and the abstreec.

2. Some stories are about real things and people, and some
are imaginary. (Let the students list things in the stories
that are impossible but seem as if they could be real,
as we read fairy tales.

3. Myth is a kind of story made up in the imagination of early
people that catisfied their questiows about the origin of
things, the natural phenomena around them, and themselves.
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The extensive list of suggested activities appended :so the
students' version would provide a means of "fixing" certain
details and conceptions in their m1nd Atrtherrnore4 a
number of exercises would help them see that many mythic
patterns are still alive. Mot of the suggested activities could
be worked up from provided material, either in the anthology
or in the study due is some would require or sal work
For thP3e assignments &mat' outiaiAle mater2A the

fIl
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NOP.3 MYT:13

DrraoptIcTioN

In many respects the second great body of myths, the Norse,
resembles the Greekcmyths just completed. Chaos is like the freezing
waters of Ymer; the Hydra and other monstrous beasts the Greek heroes
e ley; are comparable to the Norse Peoria Wolf and others like him. Both
Norse and Greek gods were created in human simile.

Yet there are significant differences. The harsh wor).d of the
Northland and the harsh people which it helped form have given rise to
a highly individual body of rnythr, The mist-shrouded world of Asgard
was a world of continual strife, not sunshine, as on Mt. Olympus. Only
rarely' did light break through the darkness; goodness and evil were at
constant odds; cold prevailed. Occasionally a kind of grim humor would
glimmer through, but in general the gods fought giants, mysterious
natural forces, and, sometimes, each other in their brief days upon
earth.

ow do man and his gods confront this alien world? By cenrage,
primarily, by lovinz( with great joy. the few moments of warmth allowed
them in this brief and cold mdste. ace. And the myths reflect this strong
sense of clash.

Where did we get these myths? Many think the first collector
was Saeznund the Vise, who lived in Iceland from 1056 to 1,133 A D.
His collectizn was called the Poetic Edda Expanding upon this text
is the Prose Edda, written about a hundred years later by Snorri
Sturluson, another famous Icelander. He supplied many details which
the poetry took for granted.

In this brief study of Norse myths, much the same pattern as for
the Greek myths will be followed: a general introduction, then a series
of myths of creation and of the Norse world, followed by a series of
review questions so that students can see similarities and differences.

Despite some handicaps, mOtivattIng the study sg Norse mythology
should be easier than arousing interest in the classical. Handicaps might
include the difficult names, pronunciation, and spelling as well as a
tendency on the students° part to look upon these myths as a cbatinuation
of the classical. But some things will make the work easier: the stories
are generally less complicated; there are fewer go .le to learn; and the
children have already becdt introduced to the conception of creation myths.
How does the teacher begin? Certainly arousing the curiosity of the
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students comes first by questioning the origin of matters not taken up in
the study of classical myths, perhaps referring to names of the days,
relating to cosmic events in A.rttic regions, or the rising of a new
volcanic Wand in the waters near Iceland.

In the stndents' introduction appears a brief descriptioa of the
origins of the Norse world. retire the students will be introduced to
the beginnings in a kind of chaos, to the giant Ymer, and to the workinbe
of t7.'din and his brothers. In enaning tales they will faeet net juat eleeeteLe
happenings but also intangibles. The blending of good and evil in the
universe is imaged in the person of Loki, the brother of the gods, who
was deceptively beautiful but evil- Evil begets evil: Loki's offspring,
the Fenris Wolf, encircles the earte wed will at the end destroy Odin anA
the creation with terrifying fire end ice. But out 4 this destruction is to
arise a aew world and race of men. They will become the special care
of Odin, the All-Father. The tined are to be great warriors, and war is to
be their work and their pleas are.

From the stories, then, students cau gather cite following concep-
tions:

i. Myths as imaginative stories created by a people out of their
experience to satiey their curiosity about the world and them-
selves reflect strongly the natural world in which they ti

Z. The Norse creation came from a source different from the
Greek 1v other Earth: Norse creation came from the body of
a giant, which appeared from the mists created by fire and
ice.

3. some of the gods preceded the universe.

They created a tri-part universe, each part being distinct but
joined with the other two by the roots of the tree of life. At
the roots were to be found justice, wisdom and understanding,
and evil.

5. One of the three gods was destined to be. supreme, the All-
Father of gods and men.

6. The first people were made from trees and were to live
fruitfully on the earth and to be the special care of the All-
Father.

7. 'the men were to be warrior heroes, engaging in great adven-
tures and battles. Inherent in this idea is the symbol of their
continuous struggle for e3datence, physically in a rugged
world and spiritually in t world of good and evil.

OgIROFIROIRMIP.F -4,,.M11111M.INIMOIMM



8. There was to be a final battle in which the gods acid the world
would be destroyed by fire and ices but front which would rise
a new world and race.

9 The spirit of so_st and men keows --oetter and tetror, bet it
also recogetizes a stern acceptance of fate.

10. These myths seem i,o reflect the later age in which they were
recorded, especially in the great moral struggle and the
prophecy, but they are essentially myths and legends and netallegory.

Thus these stories, like the myths of the Greeks avel the Romans,blend both sense aid spirit, the concrete and the abstract.

In form, generally speaking, these myths follow the same principlesas do tine earlier myths. They too were oral and anonymous at first, butthey are recorded in a different way, in the two Eddas. The Elder Eddais in poetry and the Younger Edda in prose; the two styles lend themselves
to comparison, even though they rust be considered together for the whole
account. In the later book the story is told as a dialogue between an
imaginary questicaer and Odin in three different manifestations. In someways this method keeps E he characteristics of oral telling. In style, theremyths are more direct and tighter than the ciassical.

The other characteristics of form that were discussed in the studyof the classical myths are valid here too and do not need to be repeated.
They include the use of indefinite time and place, exaggeration., foreshadowins by means of prophecies, movement of the action by use of disguise.
Likewise in diction there is the sartee use og conventional phrases and
graphic language. .iThrou.shout there are figures of speech.

In point of view, there is the same third-person.-orauiscient
telling. Even in the dialogue versions, the same point of view is kept.
Although there is no direct expression of moral judgment, there is,
nevertheless, the tone of sternness and awareness of the struggle in lifethat is inescapable. These myths certainly reflect the view of life that
man is in conflict with th© natural world and the gods and that life holdsadventure, courage, and hope.

Students' questions deal with comprehension of details as well as
comparisons with Greek myths previously covered.

I. "Hymees Caldron"

This tale deals with the gods' setting their house in order- - in
this instance, seeing to the domestic detail of a kettle to brew /mead. The
action is easily followed: The .,.motive for the action, comes from the desire
of the soda to build a banqueting hall by the ocean. To this proposal Aegir,

0-41
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the sea god, objects, since he considers it an invasion upon his territory.
Aithough Odin reminds him that he is all-powerful, the Alt-father offers
to appease him with a gift. In his cunning the sea god requests that which
he thinks the gods cannot supply. 13nt when Tyr recalls the presence of
the requestee. caldron in the huge dwelling of the frost-giant Hyrner, it
ire Thor who promptly offers to go with him to procure the caldron. When
they arrive, Hyrner ie away fishing, but his wife extends hospitality to
the gods. Ye hen ,iymer returns he is angry, bat since the guests have
already been received according to the code of hoepitality, he must accept
them. He does So grudgingly and is somewhat appeased when Thor makes
a bargain with him, the achieveraeat a which involves a test of strength.
Here Thor reveals his courage and is led to insult Hyrner with the remark,
"All giants are cowards at heart." V hen the boorish giant interferes and
robs Thor of success, Thor in turn is angry, and to appease him, the
giant offers a gift. Thus Thor by cleverness, strength., and bravery--by
brain aed brawn- -wins the test and the kettle.

The abstract subjects are quite apparent: the continuous aortilict
between the gods and the giants, and between good and evil. But there
are other notions within tne grasp of the students: the sacred obligation
of hospitality, the gods as possessing power over the elements, keeping
peace by appeasement and gift -giving, the lack of morality as a guiding
principle in one's actions and replacing it with cleverness and courage.
Not to be overlooked are also the love of an active life and adventure, the
desire to be heroic. Perhaps theee reflect the rigorous life in the cold
northland and settee to remind the reader that the victory is only tempor-
ary.

The form o the story follows the progress of the scenes: (I) the
misty headlands of Aegir, providing the prologue for the events; (2) As-
gard, the court, from which are sent out the gods seeking for the caldron
(3) the nightmarish stretches of Giant land; (4) the land of Hymer, where
the agreement is made; (5) the sea, where the crucial events occur; (6)
the hall where the final, test results itt victory for Thor because of the
deceptie of Hymer's wife; and (7) back again at the completed hall at
Asgare, with the promise of future battles to come. Often if students
can map out the stages of a journey they can see how scene enforces
form. Here the pattern is the familiar there and back again" common
ttaromance and myth; the crucial battle takes place on the sea.

Other devices appear here, as well: the plot is manipulated by
such devices as making and carrying out agreements, the requesting and
giving of gifts. The conventional setting is Mandated, since it is the
gods who take the offensive. Exaggeration the house of Hymer, the
whales caught in the fishing, the fire of twenty whole treesbuilds up
fear. The similes, the was of color, and the graphic language are
imaginative. There is contrast in the beauty of liymer's wife and
especially in the twist (tartans the tables) in the plot.



"The Fearis

Just as the Greek rrey-tha tAssaa,csa then-ler-Ives 'with evil creatures,
so too do the Norse have myths dealing with the controlling of destructive
forces. *Such a myth is 'The renris IN old, " a tale about a dreadful W
the son of the devilish Loki.

This story about Tyr, the bravest god of all, also introduces the
readers te Ther and Loki. The concrete subject is, of course, the beave
act of Tyr in sacrificing his right hand in the defense of his fellow gods
from the Fermis Vi elf, the offspring of Loki. It is a simply told tale of
how the gods, fearing the dreadful beast with the yawning maw, trick him
into submitting to chains so that the gods need fear him no more as he
assumes greater strength and fierceness. Abstract subjects include the
gods' recognition of their inability to tame hire, that is, to live without
fear of the power of evil, the attempt to overcome their enemy by strategy
and cunning, if not by strength, the power of the supernatural, and finally
the heroism of sacrificing setf for the welfare of others. The reader is
zerninded at the end of this that it is only a partial victory, since the wolf
will enter the final battle and will devour Odin, the god of ail. This
prophecy is paralleled by the one that the world serpent will destroy Thor.
But for the students it is a truly heroic story of courage, man's power in
mind and cunning, and the nidden force of the supernatural.

The tri-part form of the story builds by a pattern of inereasing
intensity to the final binding.: Point of view is objective. However, there
is little question how the authcr feels about the events and the characters:
vivid verbs (howled, bristled) help create the character of the wolf;
reported action (placing hie hand inside the mouth) shows Tyr's bravery.
Choice of ottijectives (monstrous, grisly) and other kinds of words helo
us see and feel the events.

IV. "Thor and the Giant King" (optional)

Like the Creek gods, the Norse divinities were not all-powerful.
Such a conception is embodied in the story of "Thor and the Giant King, "
which presents a questioning and foreboding test of the power of gods in
the universal struggle against the supernatural, almost overwelming,
Powers of evil and pride. Thor and Loki go to earth and assume the size
of men but retain their divine powers. But in a wager to test the strength
of the gods, they are first reduced almost to the position of "little" men,
but at the end since they have performed well, even though they have not
been entirely successful, they are restored to the position of heroes and
gods. At the beginning Thor is identified with the peasants whose special
protector he was. He accepts the worship of Thjalfe and his parents in
their hospitality and in the son's becoming his servant. But the real test
takes place in Giantland, where they are challenged and made to experienct
human deception and fear as a result of their bragging.
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Concrete and abstract subjects3 are very closely wovec, together.
Some are found in the personifications of fire in Loge, with whom Loki
is in competition, and of thought in Auge, with whom Thjalfe races. Thor
struggles valiantly agairtst the sea, the world serpent personified or decept-
ively symbolized in the cat he cannot tia, and old age with whr-In he wrestler.
in the foern of Elie. These embody magic and illusion: things are not aiway
what they seem tc oe. In the explanation of the contest, when Thor is assur-
ed that he is not humbled but heroic in his attempts, there is the thought
that true glory is not always recognized.

The form of the story is more complex than in previous myths, since
it involves greater length, shifting of scenes, a wager and chaliange of

.strength, and an almost riddle-like pattern in the solution. Beautifully
constructed, it takes place in three major scenes of action: the peasant's
cottage, where Thor and Loki show their supernatural power; "on the road,
where they first take shelter in the giant's glove and are soon to be bested
by the giant himself; the palace of the giant, where they are downed several
times. Each builds toward the next: their success at the peasant's cottage
points toward their final success; their failure to keep up with the giant
points toward their apparent failure at the palace.

A variety of other esthetic devices appears here as well. Contrast
is seen in the peasants and the gods and humorously between the intended
and the actual. effect of Thor's hammer blows. Foreshadowing runs through-
out the myth and students' attention should be directed to the use of these
clues to the divine nature of the travelers and to future events: the killing
and the magic restoration of the goats, the failure of Thjalfe and Loki to
meet tie_ test prior to Thor's failure. But the greatest is in foretelling the
continued and the final struggle in which Thor will again meet the world
serpent. There is a recurrent use of such expressions as three people,
Thor'a whirling the hammer three times; three tests for Thor, three
strides for the giant. The dialogue is vivid and strongly indicative of the
nature of the speaker. There is a constant reference to nature that under-
scores the cosmic quality in the myth. Repeated use of such terms as
Eszi±siatazfk, tockerifatt,21 waver, wrestledt weapon underscores the
underlying metaphor of battle teed vier,

There is an inter,stitig point of view here. Externally it follows the
usual pattern, but in its deeper settee there is a r 'Aug point of view
revealed in the attitude of the various conflicting, '.eces in the story. At
the beginning Thor expresses the view of the g( Is; the peasants, the view
of man toward the gods. Later, Thor in the guise of a man takes up the
view of man toward life and himself, and finally Utgard-Loke proclaims
the unrelenting power of evil whey he speaks as the voice at the end and
declares to Thor's remark, "Should I meet you some time by .chance,
beware!" that "I will not leave that to chance,"
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V. "Baldur, the Beautiful" (optional)

In Baldur, the Beautiful" the students will recognize that the sub-
ject is the tragic death of Baldur and the unsuccessful attempt to ransom
him from the goddess Het. But it cannot be left with this, for the manner
of his death is significant. Even though as a god he should have been
immortal, he was not because evil had come into the world. Since Baldur
was beautiful and loved by all, it was by the hatred of one alone that he
was killed in spite of the efforts of his parents, Odin and Frigga, to spare
him. It is also significant that the death blow should have been struck by
his brother who in his blindness did not understand that he was being be-
trayed by the evil Loki, who hated Baldur. Perhaps the students can be
led to explain why be dies in this way. This part of the story is climaxed
by the ceremonial burial of the god. The second part is the story of Odiale
attempt and failure to ransom Baldur from the grim goddess kW. Again
the plan is destroyed by the evil Loki, who has assumed the guise of an
old hag. V: by should he choose this form when in real life he was handsome

Certainly to find the abstract subjects that are inter-woven in the
story, the students must recognize that Baldur was the god of the sun, the
source of warmth and Life. To this fact they should relate the cooperation
of nature in sparing him harm and later mourning over his death. There is
also the foreboding of death and universal destruction because of the hatred
and evil which man in his blindness is ironically not able to see. But there
is also hope, since it is told that Baldur will rise again to live in a new
world.

From a literary viewpoint this myth is rich in material for dis cuss.
sion. Several devices are used to move the plot and to give atmosphere and
form to the story. There is at the first the long eerie journey of Odin to
the prophetess to learn why Baldur is being haunted by Het in his dreams.
Then there it the falfiliment of the dream in the death of Baldaz The
joureey idea, is introduced hgain in the ceremonial death of Baldur, who
sails away on a Viking ship white the funeral pyre burns (the deetructi om
by fire an evater), and there is finally the uniting of all the creation eilky,
aea,, and landein a cosmic grtei and destruction. The teacher should help
the students to understand these commonly used devices by asking why the
myth is told in this way, In spite of the highly imaginative quality of the
story, the structure is evident even to seventh-graders. At first they may
encounter difficulty with the long introduction composed of Odirde visit to
the prophetess, but the other two parts should be easily recognizable. The
conclusion they will find, since, introduced by thus, it gives a summary.
The study of vocabulary might give emphasis to the choice of words to
create the mood. Why not supplement this work by calling attention to
the images which give a. certain sense of reality to highly imaginative
matter, such as the source of dreams and-tiernaond's trip to Het on Odin's
swift horse?



VI. "The-Twilight of.Xhe, Getier

After the evil deeds performed by Loki and after the death of Baldur,the sun god, it is inevitable that the much foretold Day of Doom should beapproaching, The account of this is told in. the last story "The Twilight
of the Gods. " It is an account of a battle that is both awesome and terrify-
ing, but exciting. Perhkes it is best to begin with the overall structure.
First there are the signs of its corning, all in series of three's: the winters
of the It inter Winds, the Sword, and the Violf. And during this time the
powers of evil make ready. When there is the triple signal: the crowingof the cocks stir all to battle. There follows the noise of the gathering asthe forces of 3otunheim and Mupelheim take up their places. Then the
champions of Valhalla are summoned by the horn of Heimdall. All is in
readiness, and Odin seeks the advice of Mimir on the place to take hisstand. By now the riders of ieluspelheirn with their fires reach Bifrost,but do not eater. The werld serpent floods the lands and mankind isdestroyed. it is now a battle between the gods and the evil powers. Onthe waters come the two shipa USW evil farces, steered by the giant
Hymen eehi, with teiteen is the Fenris Wolf. Now is the second part
of the struggle, and the opponents line up against each other. Most are
killed, and fire is spread over the land. The world tree Yggdrasil is
destroyed, and then in turn the sun, the moon, and the stars, until nothing
remains except darkness. Theft as ts4e waters withdraw there appear a
new heaven and a new earth. On the earth appear a man and a woman
saved from the fir) to inhabit the world, and in the heavens on the high
peaks the gods take their places.

But there are abstract subjects to that have been overlooked sofar. is hat makes the battle: heroic? One must go back to the words of
Odin to the gods and the champions before the battle: "We will give our
lives and let our world be destroyed, bra we will battle so that these evil
power will not live after 1.1G. In them there is a "holy" or heroic
cause for which they are willing to sacrifice themselves, even as the epic
hero does. There is also courage, that most universal of all ideals. And
in the appearance of the new world and of the first coeple to inhabit it,
there is hope. Finally, there is the fulfillment of prophecy, and the
reader is left with a sense of finality, for the whole story has been
complete&

More advanced students and those with highly developed imagina-
tions will eiejoy lining up the forces of battle. They an check these with
the prophecies. They WP recall for the story of creation the different
properties or symbols of each. They will also like to show the new
universe with the gods and the younger gods, the first people of the awe
world, etc. Perhaps some will like to list the use of threeht here and
throughout the whole of Norse mythology. Others might enjoy treeing the
things that were left from the earlier creation, such as Thor' s hemmer
to chow that the gods are still the protectors of mankind, end the golden
Tunes of Odin. What is the meaning of the ls'Att heavetui above Asgard?
Perhaps this is a good place for the teat:ter to read to the class RbliortFrost's "Fire and Ice."
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In spiteof the eomplpx.ity of this account, there is a recognizable
ordering of events, .4)eihafts the atiidents will need the teacher's help with
this. Also the teacher should piiiint out the order of things destroyed.
Perhaps this should be compared or contiasted with the ordering of events
in creation. Finally by checking up on the clues to this destruction, the
class can be led to see that the propilecy has formed a frame around all
the stories.

INMAN MYTHS

Introduction

For obvious reasons little time has been assigned to the myths ot
the-North Atnerican Indians. They are so numerous that it is impossible
to include or even to remember all, but more significantly they have had
little effect upon the white xnan'S culture, and allusions to them are rare
except in local writing. But they should be included because they serve
several purposes: When students realize that myths are native 'to their
own locality, they wilt better understand the universality of myths and
myth-making. Also, since these myths have not gone through the refining
process of great writers such as those of the ancients and the Old Norse,
they are primitive and will help young readers to know that mytils, being
very old, belong to a time when there was less scientific knowledge of
the outside world. These versions show that myths are primarily oral
and in the original versions had little artistic finish. Furthormore, these
stories should arouse students' interest in their own localitiesthe history,
geography, natural surroundings, and earlier inhabitants. But since the
purpose is not to study sociology or anthropology but to study literature,
it is hoped that these Live value in sharpening the sense perception8 and
imaginations of the group. besides, they are entertaining. Since the
myths are recorded in very simple language, it is not necessary to
consider tracking except to say that more able readers should again be
encouraged to read widely and enter into creative activities.

Authorities tell ns that the Indians had three purposes in relating
their myths: to instruct, explain, entertaia. During the long winter
evenings as the people sat around their fires, some older member of the
tribe would tell the tribal tales, sometimes speaking in English, at other
times chanting or singling in an ladies language or nonsense sykiables.
The story is no mere interpretation oaf the events; it ; often almost a
one-man play, with the story teller playing the roles I the characters he
speaks of.

The myths of inst:eaction consist. of lessons in history, geography,
nature study, and ethics, but through an at ferns, in the same way that
much lore is contained in Norse sagas and carved upon totem poles. One
has but to travel with a copy of the myths to find those natural landmarks



which have been mythologized in the mountains, rivers, lakes, water-
feats', 'etnd rock forteretions4.. closely, atcl.ied toitheeke etoriee are the-
myths ouplaining.nateral phernornena.sItch as the. seasons anti qyclen.of.
cay ant night, stars, tides, volcanoes, petrified forests, the various
types of vegetation, anti the form and nature of the animals. As for ethics
one notices that in the myths wrongdoers are consistently punished, some-
times even by Leath, although they are quickly returned to lifo in a new
form but with the same pote3tial for making the same mistaker. What
were the wronge ? Vicleeting any a the tat-woes was vw-rokig, but scone ea'
the more serious were greediness, selfishness, boastfulness, stupidity,
disobedience, and cowardice,

There is another 'And of instruction included, that of teaching the
crafts and skills necessary for daily livi v. These were sometimes
given by the men when the arts of producing fire by friction, making
weapons, and hunting were neen's tasks, but for the most part it was the
women who gave instruction to the girls of the tribe as they taught them
the preparation of skirts, grinding the grain and acorns, weaving, and
beaework. These may be classified as culture myths.

In form the myths are loosely put together and often left without
an ending. They seem to ramble on, piling up details in a way suggestive
of the novel as opposed to the short story. The language is exceedingly
simple. The short statements remind one of the "kernel" sentences
described in the language curriculum. But there are some distinct
characteristics of style. Much ritlalistie. formula is present, and the
language takes on a rhythmic repetition or chant. Students might make
up chants based upon the riteials of the prepuring of food, the war dance
as in "How Beaver Stole Fire from Heaven, " and the wailing for the dead
as in "Chief Jodeph's Story of Wallowa Lake. " Others might like to
write a prayer asking the gods for rain or sunshine. There is much
appeal to the senses in the graphic language and sound effects such as
alliteration and onomatopoeia, but little metaphor or simile. Personifi-
cation is constant in portraying the animals and phenomena of nature,
perhaps inevitably since the ludians believed that spirits were present
in anal things.

In point of view one notices a change from that used heretofore.
Although the le;enels are told in the third-person omniscient manner, they
are less objective and more moralistic in that they consta-tly uphold the
culture of the group. On the other hand, trickery and deceit are frequent,
and the spirits seem to be motivated by whim rather than *mace or moral
precept.

Because of the students' familiarity with the myths o.e. creation
and the qualities to be noted in their reading as well as for the reasons
,Itated above, analysis of these stories should be easier than u the begin-
ning. There should be careful dir4ction of the reading. There are seem-

; ingly eatiiers accounts of the creation, but those selected should be group-
ed together as one reading at,sistrilatIt.



The Indian creation stories follow the idea of a creator, variously
called "the Creator, " "Old-One, " "Madttmda, " etc. Sometimes he work -
(ed alone and sometimes he was helped by animal spirits. The students
must understand that most of the Indians believed that before man was
created there was a world of "animal people, " hugh in size and possessing
human qualities of speech, judgment, and the like, but shaped like animals.
They could remove their furs as if they were jackets. They lived like
human beings. The greatest of these opirita was astizny rorte, but in
the Northwest it was sometimes Raven or Mink, Beaver, Eagle, or others.

"The Beginning of the Skagit 1/4 Wel"

The parallels between this myth and those already studied are
co obvious that it seems almost unnecessary to repeat them. There is the
decision to make the world, the act of naming, the division into realms,
the i+ood, the making of people from the earth itself. Unlike the Greek
or Norse picture, however, this one seems to follow a rather aimless,
rambling pattern: one thing happens, but it does not necessarily cause
the next event to happen. Vie do not have the emotional motivation that
we find in the actions of Zeus, for example. This story is rather neatly
divided into two sections: the first, dealing with the plans of the Creator
and the "People, " Raven, Mink, and Coyote. They are responsible for
he natural phenomena, the trees, soil, water. It is the water that, then

provides CA transition to the second halt. The flood covered everything
but two mountains (why, we do not know, although there is a mysterious
suggestion, dealing with peoples' talking to treee). The Lonely Doquebuth
then becomes the nee, father, the new creator. Like Prometheus, he
undergoes a period of suffering, for "No one can get spirit power 'artless
he is clean. " Working with the Old Creator, he feeds and populates the
world after the flood. However, this tale is open-ended: still more
changes will come to the world.

II. "How Coyote Made the Columbia River"

The second myth of creation deals with yet another of the creators,
Coyote, who made Ole Columbia River by digging a long ditch between
the ocean at..d the lake e,here hie people lived. Once that was done, the
needed salmon could swim up to his people, even though the rocks fell
into the water a short time later. This myth explain a geological fact
which the early Indians must have puzzled over; it rnignt be fruitful to
compare Coyote with other heroes who accomplished great deeds for
their people (Prometheus, for example) and with later folk-heroes like
Pecos Bill and Paul Banyan, whose exploits are ()Unlike. Students here
might see a change in connotation: one a hero, a coyote is now regarded
as something of a pest on the open range.



III. The Bridge of the Gods"

Much like the Greek myth of the Golden Age, this myth deals with
the loss of a happy age; like the Christian Garden of Eden, the loss was
caused by man's own error. The story tends to fall into three major
sections: first, that deal:eg .with the two quarreling brothers, whose
difference is healed by the decision of the Great Spirit to let them have
tbe territory they want by shooting is atreee. To show the state ofpeace
now arrived at, the Great spirit built a bridge over the river. Students
can possibly see that this bridge is both literal and metaphorical in that
arguments have actually been bridged.

But, again, the people break out into quarrels. This time the
Great Spirit punished them by iteeping the sun from shining. And the
people's penitence causes the Great Spirit to promise Loo-wit youth and
beauty if she will allow them to have part of her fire. But this, too, sets
in motion another chain of troubles, this time ended only with their
transformation into moteetaine.

This longer, more elaborate tale tollov:a the prescription .'-
ifecesiarry for a. short one better than the preceding. There is a definite
series of causes and discernible effects; the story has definite sections,
each related to the oth,exe it has a definite sense of beginning, middle, and
end; we are not left with a sense of incompleteness. Mid, like all Myths
of explanation, it gives reasons for the appearance of actual things which
we can see in traveling around the Pacific Northwest.

IV. How the People Got the Sun"

This is a tale of jealousy, conquest, and justice- .'but in charmingly
naive and quite unheroic terms. The outing that the animals make when
they shoot the arrow ladder toward the sun seems more like a Sunday
picnic than a Promethean deed; the sun itself seems reduced in scale.
The man who had the sun is fooledbut he does not seem to suffer very
much, after all, he does have lackarnas to eat; as for the results. Snail.
nay lose an eye, het the Beaver becomes a constellation. The two-part
structure of the tale is, like its tone, childlike and simple. There is a
reason for the attempt; by foolery, they succeed in their attempt to get
the Sun.

V. "How Coyote Brought Fire to the People"

The next two are companion pieces, both (kitting with heroes who
gave fire to their people. The first, dealing with Coyne, is tele of
simplicity and suspense, The originating motive is clear: the people are
cold and hungry because the cruel skookums will let them have no fire.
But the three crafty skooketras are outwitted by the three sisters of Coyote,
who live in his stomach in the form of huckleberries.
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Once he follows the [Aare Coyote and the Helpers begin the suspense
fel relay. At dame the reader thinks the sizooktueis will win, we are
relieved to find, though, that the last coal is given to wood. And at last
coyote is still the hero: he knows how to make fire from wood.

Characterization 13 limit/id kayak, 12e the ether Indian tales.
Coyote, though, rises above being a mere stock character; he is knowing
and strong, but something of a vain thief of other's ideas: he takes credit
for hie sisters' plan. The form of the story is simpleplans and execue
Uwe of plans provide the basic pattern. The point of view is objective.

VI. "How Beaver Stole the Fire"

A similar pattern of plot is found in this myth, in which after a
series of attempts and exhibitions of cleverneac, the people get their
needed fire and store it in wood. Because the story is longer, the people
themselves are characterized more clearly; the greater length allows for
a more extensive (if not more complex plot. We have two important
scenes preparing for the assault upon the heavens for fire: firet, the song
contest, where the tiny Mr. Bat is the wiener; we then have the shooting
of arrows, where Mr. Chickadee dernoretrates the greatest skill of all.
After this preparation, the clever Eagle and Beaver outwit the human
beings and manage to steal the fire. The teller carefully prolongs sus-
pense so that there is a final twist to the plot before the people find fire
underneath Beaver's fingernails.

The characters here are more clearly drawn than- in the previous
tate, owing to the greater length and greater care in giving to the charac-
ters recognizable human qualides: the gluttonous Grizzly Bear, the
quietly modest Mr. Chickadee, the wily Beaver. The point of view is
objective, but there is unmistakable weighting of the characters. We
know how the author feels toward the people he places in his story.

VII. "Mt. Shasta and the Great Flood"

This story bears many resemblances to the Biblical tale of Nosh.
and the J rk--the flooding water, the safe haven, in this story atop the
mountain where the people remain before corning down to repopulate the
world. A different kind of cause appears in this ode, however; inateted
of the unqueetionable sinful race in the Bible, here it is the earth, wit h
its "evil spirit" that is opposed to Coyote. And Ccyote is not bad so much
as he is shrewd.
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Though short, the story has a clear patterl: beginning, the struggle
between the evil spirit and Me Coyote; middle, lighting the fire and the
exile on tap of the mountain end, the repcpulation, The point of view
is objective, even barren, We do :rot really knew why the evil spirit
treated Coyote so cruelly; all that we know is that it happened.

We include in this Teacher Versior. the questions that appear in the
Student Versions. Since there are so maw questions, and since the
answers to them are immQdiately obvious to airone who has read the
myths and taught the unit, we have not suggested mowers.
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NORSE MYTHOLOGY

Studypueations: kistmer's Cauldron

1. Who was Tyr? What suggestions did he offer to Odin? Who volun-
teered to accompany his Why7

2: Ski:vet =AA Hyrnmerla twang.? A rat viand the) Adaitrriptinn of tkeh

god's trip to Giant*. land, trace thotr course on the map of the
universe.

3. ilymer was fishing, so his wife gave hospitality to the "lords of the
earth." What advice did Hyrner's wife give the grain ?

4. Hyzter was angry when he returned. Why did he grudgingly accept
his guests ? What bargain did Thor make with Hymer to appease
his anger?

5. Describe the fishing trip. as Thor correct when he said, "All
giants are cowards at heart?" How did Rymer prevent Thor from
proving his strength? 'What gift did he offer to Thor to appease hirri7

6. How did lip:aerie wife "turn the tables" on her husband?

7. Does this story prove the giant ifrzs or was not courageous? Give
reasons for your own opinions

8. What thexacteristics did Thor possess that helped him win the test
and the caldron?

9, The ending of the story is humorous. Can you thistit of a proverb
that would explain the story in a few words?

10.V hat incidents, in thts story keep it moving to the end? Discnss the
struggle for power between the gods and giants.

11.What reasons can you give for the inclusion of the last few sentences
after the conclusion of the story? Would the story have been com-
plete voithotte,them7

12.1foT many sections Is this story divided into? How dose it "build"
to the cotictusiol.:,-

Uhat would,you-say is the Otter's feeling sbogt Um?? Doss he
'lm bite 0,r cloe* bo Wait he is s bit too proud? Prove your
ideas with concr&te,examples from the story.

777:77-7,_
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1. There are many conflicts betvieen sleds; and giants IA god and
evil. r rite a paragraph. stating reasons for these c*nilkte. Try
to decide whether the conflicts could have been solved by Kept:mo-
ment.

Suet-eineuts tiatt go beyond the truth are called exaggerations. tow
heavy was Thor's hametesr? How large was Rymer's house? How
wide were the stone pillare? Find other examplee of exammatione
Vi by does the author use emaggerations ? ilow do these statements
make you i'vel?

3. To help you see and feel tiee danger in the boat, the teller uses
partic&ar groups of words to create pictures in your mind or
appeal to your senses. For example, "he would sink like lead, "
and the boat lighttled like a stone on a string.," In these etescrip-
dons the author has used a figure of speech celled a simile, which
states a comparison by the use of the word "like. f- in other similes
the comparison is ezpres sett by the use of as, than, similar ta, or
resembles. Discuss other similes found in the story.

4. Cblor words such as "the red-eyed goats, " "blue cold sky," "red
and blue fish, " aad "white frost giant" appeal to the settee of sight.
flow do they make you see the events of the story?

5. In order to express his thoughts the teller needs a large number of
words as well as the knowledge of their meanings and urea. Many
words in this story h.ave been borrowed from other languages.

hich languages contributed these words to our vocabulary? What
do they mean?

thither rent turf vent
chariot tread threshold pillar
lest reared

1,
IP 6

Study Question.: The FOWLS WoU

1. Loki married a giant. Describe Ms three evil offspring. What
wall their -relationship to the universe?

2. How did the gods attempt to control Loki's son, rentriie Wolf? Lu
whit ways did Fermis put an ond to their attempt? Which one of
the gods dared go near hint?

,07301000 .0. .1--r-ft,-
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3. When the gods realized the superior strength and 0:ming of Footle,
they settseht the aid of the supernatural. 'What people were asked to
aid Odin? How was the enchanted reps made? Why did Fenris
submit to the trickery? What hostage did he demand? Why?

4. 'Who was the hero of the story? According to the Norse mythology,
a hero is one echo resists evil though he faces defeat. How did Tyr
shoe: tliat these -wiit-ae tilted Win? What act is and words does
the author choos e to make us see that Tyr is a hero?

S

5. The Fat ea indicate before what would occur fn the "lest days. "
Read. the last three lines of the .story. Why was Odin's Trictory
o;.-,iy a partial one? Which triumphed in the end, good or evil?

,Stee/mted Activities

1. -Notice that Ferris Wolf was gime an action you associate with a
person. When an author gives these human actions to animals, he
is using personification. Vhat human action did Fenria "As al
possess ? V.'hat lifelike qualities did he use?

2. Prepare a sheet of ranee for the writing of two lists. Head the first
list "Ereelggerations'. and the second, "ImegeryeeColor and Motion."
Read your story again and find words that wilt fit into toe of these
lists.

3. The story follows the three-part arrangement of a shoat story,
beginning, middle, and end. 'Write sentences summarizing each
of thi three parts. Consider whether or not the last three sentences
should have been omitted,

4, orda or phrases sizch as 'Thor the smith" or "Loki the fire god"
are used to describe characteristics of a person or a thing. These
=13r-entices are called epithet*. Can you make up some epithets
to describe persons or things around the school?

ktimi Slue ttens: 'Thor and the Giant -King"

1. Why did Thor and Loki step at the farmhouse? What kind of recep-
tion awaited the= at the "peasant's rude cottage "? How were they
treated when they asked. for food and shelter? What details showed
the peallantO PowortY?

2. The, peasant said, "We are AO lord that we should eat meat every
day. " How did Tho: provide meat for supper? What did Thor
command the ,peaganta to do with the skins and bones of the goat?
Why, OW Thialfe feel he had to seorve Thor?
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3. Where did they travel the next day? What awakeited them in the
middle of the right:

4. How wag the size of the giant shown? Can you suggest a meaniug
for the snoring of the giant? How ctel the earth answer?

5. When the giant said, that tickled, " how did you know the author
meant to be funny rather than serious? Semetimes the elements of
surprise wed exaggeration are iniroduced to produce humor. Which
elements were used? Give other examples included in the story.

6. Describe in your own words_ the teat in which Thor Loki, and
Thjalfe took part whet* they reached giantland. Why had the king 7. -
kept them without fpod and sleep? Each test added another challenge
How did Thor act about his inability to meet the eh:Me-age? What
wan the lesson he hac to /ease'

7. Did Thee and Loki have the wrong irapreasion of trtgardeLoke?
What had he wanted to prove to them? Why is it unwise to make
judgments without a great deal of thought?

8. At the end of the story, Thor forgot his pr =dee to the giant. What
did he attempt in his anger? Describe the miraculous change which
took place. Tell what you think the "voice" predicted with the words
"I will not Leave that to chanceeefareweit."

Itiateal.pAizapfes

i What ideas does this myth give yen about the life, custorne, and
beliefs of the peasants? Of the Gods?

2. May wards in the story pertain to supernatural powers and wisdom.
Make a list of these words and phrases and explain what each means.

3. In describing the, contest between Loki and fire, the author talks
about fire =as .if it.were .a person, This figure of speech is called
personliciation; it gives to notieb.umaa things the form and qualities

. of 'fin beings. W hat' human quatities were given to the fire?
To thought?. Old age?

4 What do yoke think the author is foreshadowing (giving you,clues to
future events) by these weirdo, "catetiall the. bones in these skins
and be cavetel to Break nom?" What statements forealeedowed the
nature of the travelers; the failure of Loki and Thjalfe to meet the
test; the continual battle between giants) and gods ?

In your reading you mast be alert to everything the author tells you,
for an apparently unimportant incident might foreshadow a condos
event, or indicate that something is to happeo, later.

Armtamt r
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5. The author told the story In a way that revealed the attitude of the
various conflicting forces. What was Thor's outlook on life at the
beginning? the peasants? Ho* did his view change whew he assum-
ed the guise of a man? What did UtgardLoke proclaim when he
spoke as voice at the end?

6. Thor had many more adventures. You will find them in some of
the textbooks at the end of the myths. Prepare to tell a myth to
the class.

7. Invent another adventure of Thor's. Imitate the form of one of the
myths. Use persniiieatioa, metaphors and exaggeration to make
your myth interesting. Read or tell it to the class. You and some
of your classmates might act it out as a skit in front of the class.

212429.uers:.,;Bealdur the Beautiful
4:0

1. Since evil dreams had given forewarning of danger to Baldur's
life, Odin rode down to the underworld. 'Why was he so worried?

2. What preparations were being made in Tel's kingdom? Did Het
willingly grant his request? by did the happiness of Asgard
depend on Baldur?

3. Frigga, the mother goddess, wanted to prevent Baldur 'a death.
How did nature help to spare him harm? Later, how did nature
mourn over his death?

4. Loki's hatred for Baidur grew when he realized that all nature had
sworn an oath to protect Baldur. What dastardly and cunning plot
evolved in his mind? Did Frigga betray Balder? Why was the
information she told Loki so important?

S. In many respects :coder is a very appealing character. Why?
Notice how the author carefully creatti sympathy for him with
comments such is "stood sadly aside from the rest" and "for he
was blind." Why are you prepared for Loki's action? How would
you describe Hoder's thoughts and feelings when he realizes
Baidur is dead? Discuss the way the peiele reacted to Hader.

6. Baldur was buried gloriously and sent to the kingdom of Het. What
did Odin mean by "We will not despair"? were his plane
Why was Herrnotid chosen to help? What message war he to deliver
to .14e1?



7. N; hexi 47ferm.ciiid tee/abed the Name*, the. motel of the story chang.d.
.11'w did the author' establiish the feeling of gloom and dospair?
Notice the words he used to describe the palace-voiyawning doors, "
"vast aid, gray, " and "fire burtitird ebii y blue. " 'What expressions
were used to.descilbe Set? bad flaidgt ebeitga42 Is this
mood found in any other Ncree4nyths? Give details.

.
8, What meaning did Biidurhave in mind when hes said, "when the

Day of Doom and Destructibn has passed over the earth, I shall
arise to behold a new andmorebeautifs.1 world"? Read the last
paragraph. IM 6e story.

9, All creation, the sky, sea, and land, united in grief over the death
of Baldur. Again Odin attempted to ransom Baldur from the god-
dess aero y{ ho was resptinsibleifer
(Unitive 414 tha..cbaracter put on'? Why stvouieohe have' chosen this
AO= when real, Ali he..waii handsome?

10. The idea of fate, or destiny appears in many myths,. Even though
as a god Baldur should have been.immortaI, he died. How did
destiny determine Baldur's doom? Why was he entirely blame-
less? How didBaldir.'s death affect the people cm earth? Explain
the weaning of "victory is. possible in. death and courage is never
defeated."

22ZE112421plipettieti.

I. An author uses different devices to move the plot and to create
atmosphere. Did you notice how many toarneys were described?
`that were they? Why did the teller select the order that he did?

Z. The story-.of Baldur is divided into two divisions. Vilkat is the
climax of the first part? The second part? Would you consider
either division an individual story? Why or why not?

3. What images give a certaio .aecse of reality to this highly imagina-
tive story?

4. Which to you, was tha
ending watt ? Why?

,eat atIthich you began to know what the

5. The ancient people wanted to explain the changes from summer to
winter. What did Baldur represent? Hader? The death of Baldur?

3

6. At what pcdtit in the story might such of these words be usecl,to
describe Odin's-feelings: djmensfiel mournful, coi...2.1matn.diss,
det!armined,saddened, twist?
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7, In this story hOw did the author help you know and tanderotand about
the characters 7 Was it from a descriptitoo of his appearance? Wad
it from an aecoivit.tof hiss deeds ? Did you learn most of it from
what he sail. and what he thought or did? Discuss your answers.
State in two or three sentences what you think made Baldur a great
man.

Study011s: The Twilight of the Gods

1. hat signs foretold the coming of the Day of Doom? How tong did
the Fimbul Winter period last? Describe the changes which took
place during the "Winter 'Winds, " the "Winter of Swords" and the
"Winter of the Wolf. " How did men's attitude alter? (toward his
brother)

2. Can. you imagine the setting? Where was the final battle to be
fought? Describe the mustering together of the forces. 14.1%2
the forces on a paper, listing the leaders for the giants and gods.
Who were the leaders? What plane were made to destroy Uast gods?
What did Bifrost symbolise? 'Why did. it break under the "riders
of Muspaheim?"

3. "Then was had the laughter of Laid. " Why did Loki laugh? Which
forces &Atte join? Explain his feeling fog the gods. Look through
the stories and find, statements that foretold his actions in this
final struggle.

4. What was the order icy which things were destroyed? Compare or
contrast this with the ordering of events In creation.

5. Trace the things that were left from the earlier creation. What
did they symbolize? What its the meaning of the new heaven above
Asgard?

6. The good deeds men. do help others for many years. In what way
did the death of the gods aid the race of people? Baldtar? Hoder?
the sous of Thor and Odin?

7. At the end a the story the mood changes. "Two of human kind
were Xeft," Peace had, been restored. Whet eloas ads change in
mood. add to the story? , What effect does it have upon you as a
reader of the story?

8« Notice 4%4 title of Ole myth. Do yoix think it is appropriate? What
words would,yog substitute for 'twilight" without changing the
meaning, of the title
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1. What are sonic of the motit important influences in the life of the
gods'? Which characters. in this story were affected by thede
influences? In what way?

Z One explanation of hevoito is the desire' to perform-la brave or noble
deed. Do you think this might explain the willingness of the gods to
give their lives? Desceibe, the aituation. rhat might have happened
if the gods had destroyed the evil powers ? What kind of people are
remembered in history? What important persons are often forgotten':

3. Before au author begins writing, he piano an interesting way of
presenting his story. 11 it is a sad story, he selects words that
a?peal to the emotions. Examples here are "could hardly keep
alive, " and "brother fell on brother. PIM other groups of words
which give you a feeling of sadness.

4. Which of the following happenings made you feel most strongly: the
death of Odin; the death of Thor; the death of Loki; the death of Tyr?
Why? Write a paragraph explaining your answer,

5. The myths were told by an omniscient narrator or one who knows
all things. Where did the events take place? On what ei c at e ? Were
his personal feelings reflected in the selections 7012 have Teat?

VIII. Review: Classical and Norse Mythology

With many primitive people there is always a similarity among the
nature of the country,. he character of the people, and their beliefs. There
is also a distinction between the Greek and Norse mi;thology. Review the
myths you have read.

I, Whet elistilectiOn between the claesicel and Norse mythollogy?

a. Creatiom.of the worid
th:e.prtAtese of creation

Plow was the universe divided ?
Who ruled the different reaps of the universe?
Vizat powers were given to these rulers ?

b. Th gods and goddeasee
Name tke important soda and goddesses.
Describe their homes and appearance.
What weve their special powers?
How did the men regard their gods?
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k1. Creation. of MaL
Why was man created?
Who created him?
What qualitlen were given to him?
What was his purpose in life?

cl. Sin and Evil
In the beginning man was innocent and good. Who brought evil

to mitts?
blow was he punished?
What was the meaning of hope to man?

e. Destruction of the Earth
What conditiors existed on earth*.between; god and man.
What elements of nature were used to destroy the human race?
How was the earth repopulated?
Way was the new race to be worthier of U' ;?

2. Many myths you have read are called "explanatory myths"
because they explain something that happens in nature; how, for
instancr,s, thunder and lighLening are caused. Which stories
wound you classify as explanatory myths?

3. The theories about why scene myths have appeared in different
countries of the world are interesting to pursue. What are some
of tae principal th,eoriee? Which theory Nvouid you accept? Why?

4. Can you write a definitioa for the word"rnyth?" Write the defini-
tion after you have answered these questions.

What kind of people were these inventors and tellers of the
No myths ?
Who were the scalds?
Did they speak for themselves or for all?
What kind of questions ell these primitive people in the cold
Northland want answeeed?
How -dere their ideas influenced by the world they lived in?

S. In Norse mythology there are many interesting stories connected
with the creation of the world. Try your hand at making up a
myth about one a the following subjects in a way that a Norse
scald might have told it.

I he Fog-Country and the Fire-World
Heaven and Earth
Day and Night
Sum Moon
Wiod and Rainbow
Dwarfs and Elves
Thr WorItt-Tree and the

My; 1261itta rgrt4451F
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6. Norse mytholor was tranomitte'd by means of Eates, Skaldic poern,
the Eddas, and the Sagas. Find out more about theca in the Reader's
atardoesslia or in a book on rrsytholop. Write a brief descriptive
paragraph euplainIng the contribtition each made to mythology.

10. Your parents or grandpareiat may know several legends and myths
which have been handed down in your families for several generations
Write one in your o'n words.

INDIAN MYTHOLOGY

Study Questions: The Beginning of the Skagit World

1. Who was the Old Creator? What decisions were made by the Creator
and his animal helpers? Tell of his plans for human beings.

2. How was the earth divided? Whit was the purpose of each division?

3. What led to a change on earth?

4. When the people saw the change coming, what did they decide to do?
Who suriiived?

5. After the flood, the new Creator was born. How did he obtain his
spirit power? Was there a combination of function of the Old with
the New?

6. When the Old Creator appeared in a dream, what orders did the
blanket rerresent? What was the order of creation?

7. Why are there different races of people speaking different languages
on the earth?

8. Explain the prophecy made by the people created after the flood.
Has this come to pass?

9. The myth seems to follow the pattern of thc. Biblical account of
creation . Could this mean that the myth originated after the Indians
experienced Christianity? Did Christianity influence any creation
myths?

10. VP hat are some of the similarities between th..s myth of creation and
the Greek and Norse accounts?

11. How many sections are there in this story?



1Z. Tv hat is the "turning point" here? *hat caused it?

13.V/by waa it necessary for Doquebut to suffer? Cnn you think of
another creator who underwent a simile!, experience?

14. Does the author tell the reader whether to like or dislike rho charac-
ters? flow does he seem to view ilia characters?

nestle ,s; kibw the Coyote Made the Columbia-. River

1. 'What plans did Zeyote ake to provide food for his people?

Z. flow was the Columbia made?

3. Is there any evidence that the story was based on geological facts?

4. '-vVhy would you consider this story an it. roduction to "The Bridge
of the Gods ?"

Study Questions: The Bridge of the Code

1. V/ hat led to the quarrel between the two brothers? Where were the
brothers taken by the Great Spirit? Tell what happened to them on
the high mountains.

Z. Why did the Great Spirit think the brothers woi2ld live in peace?
What promise. did he make them?

3. 'The people were at peace for tidally snows `-for a time. Wickedness
began to influence men. How did the Spirit punish theme.: this time2

4. Who brought the SpirWs gift to the people? 'What was her task?
Again the people %E ire at peace.

5. W hat finally made the Great Spirit change his mind about helping
the people? How did he punish the two chiefs ? Are they still
quarrelling?

6. by is the Columbia narrow and the water swift at The Dalles ?

7. Does Loowwit still retain her youth and beauty? Name other ,myths
in which the idea of eternal youth recurred.

8. If you were to plot out a play based on this tale, now would you
divide the story? V4 hat settings would you need?

9. Discuss what caused each of the characters to act es they did. Can
you understand cja?
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ItidSttestions: iIow the People Got tb Sun

1. The animate were worried. What had man done to disturb the
people?

2. Wren decided to "shoot a lavdder to the sky." Who was called on
to help the Wren?

grettre A 114. AIL AO 04.1111.111A As t. .... 110 al
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4 What mistake was made by "the man who had the sun?" Where was
the sun placed?

5. The eagle was anxious to make a slave of Snail? Hadn't Snail helped
rescue the Sun? Vh.y is he blind today!? Do you feel Eagle was
fair to the Snail?

6. Several people remained with the man in the sky. What occurred?
Look at the sky some evening. Can you see any resemblance between
the constellations and the animals they are supposed Co represent?

7. Who were the "people" in the myth?

S. What is the beginning of this story? Is there ar reason for the
information that gets the action going?

9. What !s the turning point?

10. Did you expect the results?

11.1s this a serious or happy story? A tale about stealing the sun is
very heroic, isn't it? Is this one? What material from the story
wvuld you use to piove your ideas?

glitclzazestions: How Coyote Brought Fire to the People
How Beaver Stole the Fire

1. As you read compare the incidents and characters from these selec-
tions with those from Prometheus. To understand the similarities
and differences you must road the important details carefully. Out

the development of the plot in each story showing similarities
and plot differences.

2. Which did you like better from the point of view of the story, charac-
ter*, and sating? Why?

n .1. ,1011.4,7.
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!tub. Qmestions: Mt. Shasta and the Great Flood

1. Coyote was the shrewdest and roost powerful of all the animals.
yi hat lines in the story show his shrewdtwes? Did he kill the
evil spirit?

2. How did the evil apirit week to vv-ipe oat the race of animal peb,--le?

3. Account Igor the use of fire.

4.. The ae...iraalo pa.esessed several human qualities. What were they?

5. List:the animals mentioaed. Are theee animals found around Mt.
Shasta7

6. How watt the earth repopulated ?

7. What are the mait-I parts of ,this story?

8. Does the teller seem to favorIbel?atil Spirit or Coyote?

kligetted Activities for Indian itzthe

1. In many Indian myths the animals are the people. They have human
characteristics; they talk, argue, seek revenge, and do other human
things. On a sheet of paper write the names of these animal charac-
ters: Coyote, Raven, sear, Mr. eagle, Moisse. Reread the stories.
List examples of human behavior. Are the animals ever shown as
they would be in real life?

2. Indians are sa =d to have acted sat some of their mytha. These °
drumatizatioas had a beginning, middle, and end. The myths were
presented as a chant or a song. Listeners were expected to respond
With some exclamati4n at intervals while the story was being told.
Prepare a myth to be given orally to the class. Follow the pattern
mentioned above and include rhythmicAl.ropetitionokthetypbrasei and
sentences.

3. The story tellers ttL44 d to pantomime actions and incidents in a
myth. They used their hands, arms, head, and body to tell a
myth. Place a pantomime and present it to the class.

4. In what ways are the myths "whys' stories? What phenomena of
nature ere explained in the Indian myths yam have read?

In what ways are the spirits and animal people in the myths differ»
ent from the magicians and fairies of fairy tales ? Do they both
teach a lesson? What do they attempt to' explain?
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6. Read care three myths of creotion in thet supplernentaty fiection.
Compare these to "The B4Iginning of the Skagit World. " How do
they resemble each other?

?. In myths the 44020 plot ideas are repeated. The search for fire
occurs in "flow Coyote 8ri2ught Fire to the People" and "How

...Beaver Stole the Fire. " How is the plot varied? Can you find
other points of similarity' in the Wien myths?

8. Many names for places to the Pacific Northwest are of Indian origin.
Look at a nap of this rmgion. Make a. list of the mountains, rivers,
lakes and cities, that brave indiarrnamel. What is the meaning of
each name? Reference: VE ebstez's GeographIcal

SORIC!IN wporOlis amizrameorr

9. The English language has borrowed may worlis from the Indians;
for egample fmtse, and moccasin. What do these words
mean? What do theee words tell you about the life of the kdians?

10. One transformation myth explains bcw Wyeant and iClickitat were
changed into mountains. rite an original transformation myth to
explain a geographical feature of your region.
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